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QUESTION 1

One of your Lotus Traveler users has misplaced a mobile device. You cannot delete this person\\'s Internet password,
as it is used for Domino Web Access, nor can you delete the person record for this person. Which of the following will
still allow the user to utilize Domino Web Access and NOT Lotus Traveler? 

A. Remove the Lotus Traveler policy for the user 

B. Place the user in a secondary directory on all the servers 

C. Place the user in the "Not access server" field in the server document 

D. Place the device ID in the restricted access field in the Lotus Traveler configuration database 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Bailey has enabled shared login for specific Notes users in her environment. Which of the following is the result of
enabling this feature? 

A. Users must begin managing their Internet passwords manually 

B. Users must enter their Notes passwords instead of Windows to log in 

C. Roaming users can utilize only their Windows password for authentication 

D. Administrators are required to manage Notes passwords and assist users who have forgotten their passwords 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

The Domino Configuration Tuner database in your environment contains outdated rule sets. In which of the following
ways are new rules applied? 

A. The rules must be manually copied into your existing database 

B. The new template design is retrieved from Lotus and applied to the database with the new rules 

C. The new rules must be manually created for your environment from the descriptors provided by Lotus 

D. The Domino Configuration Tuner database must be replaced with a new version to apply the new rule sets 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Marion is having issues with a particular Lotus Traveler user and needs to extract all user information to a file. Which of
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the following server commands will obtain this information? 

A. tell traveler dump  

B. tell traveler show  

C. tell traveler obtain  

D. tell travelerShow Stats 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Sam has been directed to create dynamic policies to set certain desktop settings depending on to which group a user
belongs. What does Sam need to do in order to accomplish this task? 

A. Sam needs to create the policy and assign the policy to the corresponding group. 

B. Sam would create the policies and assign the policies based on the home server for each user. 

C. Sam needs Editor access to the Domino Directory and the PolicyCreator role to create the policy. Sam would then
create the policy and assign groups to the policy. 

D. Sam needs Editor access to the Domino Directory, and the PolicyCreator and PolicyModifier roles to create the
policy. Sam would then create the policy and assign groups to the policy. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Server console comands are used to see server events as they happen. Which of the commands cannot display
information on whether DAOS is enabled or not 

A. Show Tasks 

B. Show server 

C. Show Stat DAOS 

D. show directory 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

As a vault administrator, you have the rights to delete the ID vault. Before you delete a vault configuration, which of the
following steps must be performed? 

A. Extract all user ID files from the vault and then delete the ID vault 
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B. Delete all documents in the ID vault, delete the user policy, then delete the ID vault 

C. Delete all replicas except the one on the vault primary server first, then delete the primary 

D. Remove all ID vault administrators from the vault ACL, remove the vault user policy, and delete the ID vault 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

The ACME corporation has implemented DAOS with encryption. To remove encryption on attachments in a large object
file, which of the following steps must be performed after disabling it on the server? 

A. The server ID must be utilized to open the attachments to be unencrypted 

B. The user must open the attachment one time after the encryption setting is modified 

C. The user must resave every document that contains the attachments to be unencrypted 

D. The file must be deleted in every document that references it, so that it is deleted in the repository, then recreated 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

The Domino Configuration Tuner has been generating exception errors in your Domino Administrator client. 

Which of the following variables should be placed in your notes.ini to assist in troubleshooting the error? 

A. DebugDCT 

B. DCT_Error_Log 

C. Quicktune_Debug 

D. ConfigTunerReport 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Abraham has begun the extraction process for an ID in the ID vault by selecting the person in the Domino Directory. He
was not prompted for a password. Which one of the following best describes the reason? 

A. The ID being recovered is for an inactive user 

B. ID files in the vault are stored with no password 

C. He has the proper role assigned that eliminates password requirements 

D. The ID file was not controlled by a user policy in the Domino Directory 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

To specify an ID vault download time limit for users, you utilize which of the following? 

A. User policy configuration 

B. Administration process requests 

C. Profile documents in the ID vault 

D. Manual entries in the person documents 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

David modified the names of the ID vault administrators for the organization. When the names were modified, they were
adjusted in the vault database ACL and also in which of the following locations? 

A. The Domino server log.nsf 

B. The vault certificate document in the Domino Directory 

C. The idvault.log file for the assigned ID vault database 

D. The vault document in the Security - ID Vaults view of the Domino Directory 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Joseph implemented DAOS in his Domino server environment successfully. As the environment grew, he reached the
operating system limit for DAQS files stored in the designated directory. Which of the following will occur when this
operating system limit is reached? 

A. DAOS will begin to create subdirectories as needed 

B. DAOS will be unable to service new attachments until some are deleted from DAOS 

C. DAQS will not respond to any requests until the administrator resolves the issue 

D. DAOS will stop collecting attachments and route them to the users\\' mail files until the administrator resolves the
issue 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14
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Joe has enabled Lotus Traveler policies for his users and has them applied when users first install their client software.
He has made recent changes to the policy, but users are not receiving the changes. Joe found that he could manually
force the update by issuing which of the following server commands? 

A. load traveler client update 

B. tell adminp process traveler 

C. load traveler policy manager 

D. tell traveler process policy 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Domino roaming for the Notes standard configuration clients in Domino 8.5 and higher offers the ability to synchronize
which of the following? 

A. A notebook database and user ID file 

B. The user ID file and local Eclipse XML configuration files 

C. A feeds subscription database and an Eclipse plug-in data and preferences database 

D. The Activities plug-in configuration and the integrated Sametime Connect configurations 

Correct Answer: C 
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